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Abstract
This extended abstract first presents a new category theoretic approach to equationally axiomatizable
classes of algebras. This approach is well-suited for the treatment of algebras equipped with additional
computationally relevant structure, such as ordered algebras, continuous algebras, quantitative
algebras, nominal algebras, or profinite algebras. We present a generic HSP theorem and a sound
and complete equational logic, which encompass numerous flavors of equational axiomizations
studied in the literature. In addition, we use the generic HSP theorem as a key ingredient to obtain
Eilenberg-type correspondences yielding algebraic characterizations of properties of regular machine
behaviours. When instantiated for orbit-finite nominal monoids, the generic HSP theorem yields a
crucial step for the proof of the first Eilenberg-type variety theorem for data languages.
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1

Equations and Algebras with Structure

A key tool in the algebraic theory of data structures is their specification by operations
(constructors) and equations that they ought to satisfy. Birkhoff’s celebrated HSP theorem [7]
states that a class of algebras over a signature Σ is a variety (i.e. closed under homomorphic
images, subalgebras, and products) iff it is axiomatizable by equations s = t between Σ-terms.
Birkhoff also introduced a complete deduction system for reasoning about equations.
In algebraic approaches to the semantics of programming languages and computational
effects, it is often natural to study algebras whose underlying sets are equipped with
additional computationally relevant structure and whose operations preserve that structure.
An important line of research thus concerns extensions of Birkhoff’s theory of equational
axiomatization beyond ordinary Σ-algebras. On the syntactic level, this requires to enrich
Birkhoff’s notion of an equation in ways that reflect the extra structure. For example,
Bloom [8] and Adámek et al. [1, 2] established versions of the HSP theorem for ordered
algebras and continuous ones, respectively, along with complete deduction systems. Here, the
role of equations s = t is taken over by inequations s ≤ t. Recently, Mardare, Panangaden and
Plotkin [19,20] presented an HSP theorem for quantitative algebras and a complete deduction
system. In the quantitative setting, equations s = t are equipped with a non-negative real
number , interpreted as “s and t have distance at most ”. Varieties of nominal algebras
were studied by Gabbay [15] and Kurz and Petrişan [18]. Here, the appropriate syntactic
concept involves equations s = t with constraints on the support of their variables. Finally,
Reiterman [29] as well as Eilenberg and Schützenberger [13] showed that pseudovarieties
(i.e. classes of finite algebras closed under homomorphic images, subalgebras and finite
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products) can be axiomatized by so-called profinite equations or, equivalently, by sequences
of ordinary equations (si = ti )i<ω , interpreted as “all but finitely many of the equations
si = ti hold”.
We propose a general category theoretic framework that allows to study equationally
specified classes of algebras with extra structure in a systematic way. Our overall goal is to
isolate the domain-specific part of any theory of equational axiomatization from its generic
core. Our framework is parametric in the following data:
a category A with a factorization system (E , M );
a full subcategory A0 ⊆ A ;
a class Λ of cardinal numbers;
a class X ⊆ A of objects.
Here, A is the category of algebras under consideration (e.g. ordered algebras, quantitative
algebras, nominal algebras). Varieties are formed within A0 , and the cardinal numbers in
Λ determine the arities of products under which the varieties are closed. Thus, the choice
A0 = finite algebras and Λ = finite cardinals corresponds to pseudovarieties, and A0 = A
and Λ = all cardinals to varieties. The crucial ingredient of our setting is the parameter
X , which is the class of objects over which equations are formed. Typically, X is chosen
to be some class of freely generated algebras in A . Equations are modeled as E -quotients
e : X  E (more generally, filters of such quotients) with domain X ∈ X .
The choice of X reflects the desired expressivity of equations in a given setting, and it
determines the type of quotients under which equationally axiomatizable classes are closed.
More precisely, in our category theoretic framework a variety is defined to be a subclass of
A0 closed under EX -quotients, M -subobjects, and Λ-products, where EX is a subclass of E
derived from X . Due to its parametric nature, this concept of a variety is widely applicable
and turns out to specialize to many interesting cases. The main result is the
I General HSP Theorem [22]. A subclass of A0 forms a variety if and only if it is axiomatizable by equations.
In addition, we introduce a generic deduction system for equations, based on two simple
proof rules for equations e : X  E, and establish a
I General Completeness Theorem [22]. The generic deduction system for equations is
sound and complete.
The above two theorems can be seen as the generic building blocks of the model theory of
algebras with structure. They form the common core of numerous Birkhoff-type results and
give rise to a systematic recipe for deriving concrete HSP and completeness theorems.

2

Varieties of Data Languages

Since the above results also cover Reiterman-type results (via the choice of X as free algebras
over finite sets) the General HSP Theorem yields a key tool for a generic algebraic language
theory. In this theory one studies formal languages and other types of behaviours of finite
machines (e.g. weighted languages, infinite words, trees, cost functions) in terms of algebraic
structures that recognize them. As a prime example, regular languages can be described
purely algebraically as the languages recognized by finite monoids, and a celebrated result
by McNaughton, Papert, and Schützenberger [21, 33] asserts that a regular language is
definable in first-order logic if and only if its syntactic monoid is aperiodic (i.e. it satisfies
the equation xn+1 = xn for sufficiently large n). As an immediate application, this algebraic
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characterization yields an effective procedure for deciding first-order definability. The first
systematic approach to correspondence results of this kind was initiated by Eilenberg [14]
who proved that varieties of languages (i.e. classes of regular languages closed under the settheoretic boolean operations, derivatives, and homomorphic preimages) correspond bijectively
to pseudovarieties of monoids. Inspired by Eilenberg’s work, over the past four decades
numerous further variety theorems were discovered for regular languages [16, 24, 27, 36],
treating notions of varieties with modified closure properties, but also for machine behaviors
beyond finite words, including weighted languages over a field [30], infinite words [25, 38],
words on linear orderings [5, 6], ranked trees [4], binary trees [32], and cost functions [12].
Recent research [3, 9] has focused on generic approaches and has culminated in Salamanca’s
work [31] and our General Eilenberg Theorem that covers all of the above ones as special
instances [37]. Its proof is based on two key ingredients: (1) duality in order to establish a
correspondence between (profinite) equational theories and varieties of recognizable languages
and (2) a generic Reiterman-type correspondence to pseudovarieties.
Eilenberg Theorem
∼
=

Varieties of
languages

Duality
∼
=

Equational
theories

Reiterman Theorem
∼
=

Pseudovarieties
of algebras

That duality plays an important role for Eilenberg-type correspondences has been established by Gehrke, Grigorieff and Pin [16]. The duality based proofs in [31, 37] yield a
blueprint for new correspondences of this kind. For example, it allows to obtain the first
Eilenberg-type correspondence for data languages [22]. Such languages are of significant
interest in recent years, driven by practical applications in various areas of computer science,
including efficient parsing of XML documents or software verification. Mathematically,
data languages are modeled using nominal sets (see e.g. [26]). Over the years, several
machine models for handling data languages of different expressive power have been proposed;
see [34, 35] for a comprehensive survey. Here we focus on languages recognized by orbit-finite
nominal monoids. They form an important subclass of the languages accepted by Francez
and Kaminski’s finite memory automata [17] (which are expressively equivalent to orbit-finite
automata in the category of nominal sets [11]) and have been characterized by a fragment of
monadic second-order logic over data words called rigidly guarded MSO [28]. In addition,
Bojańczyk [10] and Colcombet, Ley and Puppis [28] established nominal versions of the
McNaughton-Papert-Schützenberger theorem and showed that the first-order definable data
languages are precisely the ones recognizable by aperiodic orbit-finite monoids. It is therefore
natural to ask whether an Eilenberg-type theorem can be developed for data languages, and
we answer this question affirmatively:
I Nominal Eilenberg Theorem [23]. Varieties of data languages correspond bijectively to
pseudovarieties of nominal monoids.
Here, the notion of a pseudovariety of nominal monoids is as expected: a class of orbit-finite
nominal monoids closed under quotient monoids, submonoids, and finite products. In contrast,
the notion of a variety of data languages requires two extra conditions unfamiliar from other
Eilenberg-type correspondences, most notably a technical condition called completeness. Like
the original Eilenberg theorem, its nominal version gives rise to a generic relation between
properties of data languages and properties of nominal monoids. For instance, the aperiodic
orbit-finite monoids form a pseudovariety, and the first-order definable data languages form
a variety, and thus the equivalence of these concepts can be understood as an instance of the
nominal Eilenberg correspondence.
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It should be pointed out that the Nominal Eilenberg Theorem requires new techniques
and cannot be obtained as a mere instance of the previous General Eilenberg Theorem, since
the latter is based on working with algebraic-like base categories (which excludes nominal
sets) and the recognition by finite structures. However, our approach can be seen as an
indication of the robustness of the key ideas behind the duality-based methodology for
algebraic recognition and the guidance they provide towards future applications and results.
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